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Twisted moiré conductive thermal
metasurface

Huagen Li 1,8, Dong Wang2,3,8, Guoqiang Xu1, Kaipeng Liu1, Tan Zhang 1,
Jiaxin Li1, Guangming Tao 4, Shuihua Yang 1, Yanghua Lu5, Run Hu 6,
Shisheng Lin 2,7, Ying Li 2,3 & Cheng-Wei Qiu 1

Extensive investigations on the moiré magic angle in twisted bilayer graphene
have unlocked the emerging field—twistronics. Recently, its optics analogue,
namely opto-twistronics, further expands the potential universal applicability
of twistronics. However, since heat diffusion neither possesses the dispersion
like photons nor carries the band structure as electrons, the realmagic angle in
electrons or photons is ill-defined for heat diffusion, making it elusive to
understandor design any thermal analogueofmagic angle. Here,we introduce
and experimentally validate the twisted thermotics in a twisted diffusion sys-
tem by judiciously tailoring thermal coupling, in which twisting an analog
thermal magic angle would result in the function switching from cloaking to
concentration. Our work provides insights for the tunable heat diffusion
control, and opens up an unexpected branch for twistronics -- twisted ther-
motics, paving the way towards field manipulation in twisted configurations
including but not limited to fluids.

The emergence of various metamaterials1–7 has brought considerable
interesting and counterintuitive phenomena to us humans such as
invisibility cloak over the decades. Thereby, it has attracted extensive
interest from many researchers and various metamaterials have been
successively reported in numerous fields, e.g., electromagnetic,
thermodynamics8–15, etc. Among them, various thermal metamaterials
or metadevices16–20 have been proposed and designed to realize
the vision of controlling heat flow at will. Specifically, they can
achieve unusual thermal properties or functions such as thermal
transparency13, thermal concentration21, and thermal rotation16 beyond
natural materials based on the transformation theory11,22 or scattering
cancellation technique17,23. Recently, various schemes of actively or
passively tuning thermal conductivities have been proposed and

designed, including the switchable21,24, doublet25, tunable solid-like
convective26, near-zero-index27, tunable analog28, and passive ultrathin
schemes29. However, these schemes are all restricted to either the
background material or the in-plane modulation. Therefore, another
important tool without these above restrictions—twisted thermotics is
urgently needed.

Recently, the emerging field—twistronics30 has drawn enor-
mous interest, especially the twisted bilayer graphene which can
generate intrinsic unconventional superconductivity31 or counter-
intuitive insulator behaviors32 at a certain small magic angle that
induces a flat band in strongly correlated systems, originating from
the transformation of electrical conductivity tensor as a function of
the angle. In photonics, analogous concepts have been reported in
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succession via these thin photonic crystals in twisted two-
dimensional (2D) materials33–38. Undoubtedly, these extraordinary
electronic or photonic features related to moiré superlattices have
greatly expanded the developing field of twistronics30. However, the
concept of the magic angle possesses far-reaching implications
beyond its original domain, holding great potential for diverse
scientific applications. Beyond the traditional confines of magic
angle in electronics and photonics, the magic angle concept has the
potential to permeate various scientific disciplines, pushing the
boundaries of knowledge and innovation. For instance, recent stu-
dies have explored the intriguing connection between magic angle
phenomena and quantum information science, highlighting the
possibility of using twisted systems as platforms for quantum
computing and simulation39. Moreover, the magic angle concept
has also shown promise in fields such as biophysics, where the
manipulation of twist angles in DNA molecules has revealed unex-
pected structural and functional properties40,41. Notably, no matter
either in electronics or photonics, there are always numerous
counterparts in conductive heat transfer. Therefore, inspired by the
general characteristics among diffusion, electronics, and photo-
nics, an analog twisted bilayer thermalmetamaterial to actively tune
conductivity tensor as its thermal counterpart can be proposed and
designed, realizing a similar magic angle for heat diffusion. Besides,
despite extensive theoretical and experimental efforts to explore
the precise control of heat diffusion, unconventional heat conduc-
tion in a twisted bilayer system is challenging and nontrivial to study
theoretically because of the inadaptability of the typically used
models, motivating the potential theories and feasible methods for
investigating these diffusion systems. Nevertheless, the specific
design principle in a twisted diffusion system needs to be further
explored.

Specifically, for a conventional bilayer thermal cloak, there are
two concentric shells with two different radii. It can only realize the
cloak effect27 due to the fixed thermal conductivity. We may need to
renew the components or change the structure for the realization of a
switchable thermal metadevice. Notably, the thermal conductivity in
an anisotropic bilayer structure such as a bilayer stripe structure can
be tuned via twisting different angles. Nevertheless, these corre-
sponding theoretical models are challenging to investigate because of
the invalidation of the traditionally used models. Meanwhile, since
heatdiffusionneitherpossesses thedispersion like photons nor carries
the band structure as electrons, the concept of magic angles in twis-
tronics or opto-twistronics is absent for heat diffusion, resulting in the
difficulty of designing any thermal magic angle. Admittedly, given the
similarity between electrical and thermal conductivity tensors, the
“twisted thermotics” where the coupling emerges within a twisted
diffusion system can be thus introduced.

In this work, inspired by the magic angles in twistronics or opto-
twistronics, we propose a twisted thermalmetadevice for the proof-of-
concept, possessing a potential advantage for the rapiddeployment of
metadevices with various functions. It introduces the “twisted ther-
motics” for heat diffusion. Based on effective medium theory, the
effective thermal conductivity tensor of the twisted stripe region is
derived as a function of the angle. Moreover, the widthw of the stripes
and radius R1 theoretically elicits the so-called thermal magic angle,
endowing a similar inflection point owing to the alternate permuta-
tions of stripes. Then, we numerically and experimentally demonstrate
the analog thermal magic angle via twisting the line moiré patterns,
exhibiting a switchable effect from cloak to concentration. The ther-
mal analog of magic angles in twistronics or opto-twistronics is thus
discovered. Besides, the rotation and thermal Janus effect via twisted
manipulations are also shown in simulations. In contrast to previous
approaches, our twisted thermal metadevice provides more inspira-
tions for the tunable conductive heat manipulation and significantly
opens an avenue for the twistronics—twisted thermotics.

Results
Origin of thermal magic angle and twisted thermotics
As we know, the twisted bilayer graphene with moiré pattern can
generate unconventional superconductivity or counterintuitive insu-
lator behaviors by twisting a small magic angle31,32. Then, the topolo-
gical polaritons andphotonicmagic angles asoptics analogs havebeen
discovered in succession via twisting α-MoO3 bilayers35. Similarly,
twisted stripe bilayers as shown in Fig. 1a, in principle, can introduce
extreme anisotropy, indicating the possibility to realize a dramatic
change of diffusion via twisting a tiny angle. Besides, in terms of the
microscopic scale, the magic angle in thermal conductivity of twisted
bilayer graphene has been theoretically discovered42. In contrast to
these traditional models, twisted stripe bilayers in this proposed sys-
temcanprovide another degreeof freedom to control heatflowatwill,
leading to more counterintuitive phenomena. The potential mechan-
ism might lie in the thermal analog of magic angles in twistronics or
opto-twistronics. In electrons or photons, conductivity tensor can be
heavily influenced by tuning to these magic angles that induce a near-
zero Fermi surface. Likewise, effective thermal conductivity tensor also
can be tuned by a twisted bilayer diffusive system as shown in Fig. 1b
and d (the original angles of the upper and lower layers comparedwith
the positive direction of x-axis are set as α1 =α2 = 90

� and the direction
of heat flux about the positive direction of x-axis is φ=0). Meanwhile,
the measurement of effective thermal conductivity is acquired by a
minimum mean-square error (see Supplementary Note 1). Herein, our
primary aim is to macroscopically modulate heat exchange coupling
based on the twisting angle. As previously established, twisted bilayer
graphene has the ability to influence electrical conductivity as a
function of the angle, showcasing a magic angle phenomenon for
electrons31,32.

We observed an inflection point in thermal conductivity by
twisting our proposed stripe bilayer system, as an analog to the pre-
viously reported graphene’s magic angle31,32. Notably, the significant
alteration in the effective thermal conductivity tensor or temperature
gradient, referred to as the formation of the “thermalmagic angle”, can
be approximately determined based on the structural parameters of
these stripes (as depicted in Fig. 1c).

The implications of this analog thermal magic angle in our system
are vast. It opens avenues for various dynamic thermal management
applications, including but not limited to thermal cloak, thermal con-
centration, or thermal rotation. Essentially, the thermal analog of the
magic angle introduced here can lead to the realization of a multi-
functional switching effect (as illustrated in Fig. 1e). This comprehen-
sive exploration and understanding of the analog thermalmagic angle
paves the way for diverse applications and advancements in rela-
ted fields.

Twisted thermotics theory
For heat diffusion, we are mainly focused on the steady-state tem-
perature field T that obeys Fourier’s law18 as

κ∇2T =0 ð1Þ

Therefore, for the steady-state temperature fields, the potential
heat exchange couplingmechanismmight lie in the change of thermal
conductivity tensor κ0 with respect to the original thermal conductivity
tensor κ after the coordinate transformation. Now considering each
stripe layer (upper or lower) with different thermal conductivities κI

and κII, each composed of two kinds of stripe widths wI and wII, the
original anisotropic thermal conductivity tensors κeff

upper and κeff
lower for

both layers can be easily acquired (see Supplementary Note 2). Then,
assuming that the original angles of the upper and lower layers com-
pared with the positive direction of y-axis are both set as α and the
direction of heat flux about the positive direction of x-axis isφ=0, the
modified thermal conductivity tensor based on its form invariance
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Fig. 1 | Origin of twisted thermotics. a The diffusion systems consisting of twisted
stripe bilayers within a Cartesian coordinate framework. b The curve of effective
thermal conductivity κeff

1,xx measured by a minimum mean-square error. c The
analog thermal magic angle θmagic related to the structure parameters w and R1.

d The enlarged curve of effective thermal conductivityκeff
1,xx around the analog

thermal magic angle θmagic. e Schematic diagram of the multifunctional switching
effect related to the analog thermalmagic angle. The thickness, width, and radius of
the upper and lower stripe layers are denoted by d, w, and R1, respectively.
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under coordinate transformation is shown as (see Supplementary
Note 2 in detail)

κeff
upper

�
�
�

α
=
J1κ

eff
upper J

T
1

detð J1Þ
ð2Þ

where J1 is the Jacobian matrix of the coordinate transformation
between the original versus modified coordinate systems, JT1 and
detðJ1Þ are the transpose and the determinant of the J1, respectively.
Similarly, we can obtain the κeff

lowerj
α
of lower layer which is equal to

that of upper layer due to the two layers with the same original
angle α.

According to the effective medium theory43, effective thermal
conductivity κeff can be achieved after twisting the upper layer an
angle θ1 and the lower layer an angle θ2, and we can obtain an effec-
tively anisotropic thermal conductivity tensor which is different from
that proposed in one previous work27. The expression of the corre-
sponding thermal conductivity tensor in the Cartesian coordinate is
written as (see Supplementary Note 2 in detail)

κeff =
κeff
xx κeff

xy

κeff
yx κeff

yy

 !

ð3Þ

Theoretical reconfiguration of thermal magic angle
Currently, based on the above-twisted thermotics theory, we can twist
the two-line moiré patterns to modulate the effective thermal con-
ductivity tensor, resulting in judiciously tailoring the thermal coupling
as a function of the angle. The general form of thermal conductivity
tensor is theoretically described as the above Eq. (3). However, in
contrast to the magic angle phenomena of the electrical conductivity,
the general formof thermal conductivity tensor seems to be trivial due
to the lack of some counterintuitive and interesting phenomena such
as a similar magic angle phenomenon in a designed thermal con-
ductivity tensor.

Interestingly, if the stripes with the same thermal conductivity
are alternately arranged on two layers and the width of the stripes
should meet the required condition (wI ≥wII), we can acquire a
counterintuitive and different thermal conductivity κeff

xx along the x-
axis, which is larger than that of the series conductivity at the ori-
ginal state with zero degrees based on the related literatures25,44,45.
Moreover, given the practical applications of the twisted diffusion
system, the zone with stripes cannot be infinitely large so that we
can acquire a similar inflection point of thermal conductivity tensor
at a small angle (Fig. S2) due to the influence of the structure
parameters. As we know, when the direction of heat flux is along the
positive direction of x-axis, it is easy to find out that twisting the
stripes to form a zigzag structure can maximumly reduce the heat
diffusion (Fig. S3). Thus, the current form of theoretical reconfi-
guration of the thermal magic angle is described as (see Supple-
mentary Note 3 for the other case in a circular region)

θmagic

�
�
�
rec

≈ arcsin
wI +wII

L

� �

ð4Þ

where L is the length of two different stripes in a rectangular region.

Extended theoretical principle in twisted metadevices
Now, considering there is just a twisted bilayer systemshown inFig. S6,
we can easily obtain the general solution andmatching function of this
system (see Supplementary Note 4). For simplicity, the upper and
lower stripe layers in the circular region IV are composed of the evenly
spaced stripes with width w and different thermal conductivities
κI and κII. Then, according to the above-twisted thermotics theory, the

effective thermal conductivity tensor κeff
1 of the region IV in twisted

metadevices can be achieved through the heat exchange coupling at
the interface of the two stripe layers after twisting the upper layer an
angle θ1 and the lower layer an angle θ2 (see Supplementary Note 4).
Additionally, the heat flux bending angle ϕ1ðθ1,θ2,αÞ can be expressed
as

ϕ1ðθ1,θ2,αÞ= tan�1
κeff
1,yx

κeff
1,xx

 !

= tan�1 ð�κx + κyÞ½cosðθ1 � αÞ sinðθ1 � αÞ+ cosðθ2 � αÞ sinðθ2 � αÞ�
κx ½cos2ðθ1 � αÞ+ cos2ðθ2 � αÞ�+ κy½sin2ðθ1 � αÞ+ sin2ðθ2 � αÞ�

 !

ð5Þ

More importantly, compared with the phenomena in the decou-
pled stripe bilayer (Fig. S7b–d), the heat exchange coupling strength
(Fig. S7a) becomes weaker and weaker before reaching the thermal
magic angle induced by structural parameters, and it only keeps the
coupling mainly originating from the off-diagonal items of effective
thermal conductivity tensor κeff

1 after surpassing the thermal magic
angle via the symmetric twisted manipulation. Considering the influ-
ence of the stripe width w in a circular region as shown in Fig. S4, the
corresponding magic angle θmagic in this twisted metadevice can be
derived as

θmagic = arcsin
πw
2R1

� �

ð6Þ

Theoretical verification of thermal magic angle in twisted
metadevices
To verify our twisted model designed above, the finite-element simu-
lations have been performed with the software COMSOL MULTI-
PHYSICS. Firstly, for the background with arbitrary thermal
conductivity, the corresponding thermal conductivity κ3 of region II
can be derived based on the corresponding matching function. Then,
this metadevice still works with the change of κeff

1 determined by Eq.
(S19) via twisted manipulations owing to the satisfaction of the
matching function.

To start, the temperature profiles of the theoretical twistedmodel
are presented in Fig. 2a, b. Obviously, it is easy to understand that the
heatflux bending angle disappears by twisting an equal angle θ1 and θ2
in opposite directions based on the heat flux direction φ, respectively.
It can be observed from the simulation results (Fig. 2a) that when the
twist angles are both zero degrees, the isotherms of the background
are almost without distortion and those in region IV almost vanish,
exhibiting the realization of a thermal cloak. However, since the
effective thermal conductivity inRegion IV changes dramaticallywith a
tiny increase of twisted angles, the isotherms of the background are
almost still without distortion while the interval of the isotherms in
Region IV turns out to be narrower compared with those of the
background, indicating the realization of a cloak-to-concentrator.
Moreover, for the central region, the effective thermal conductivity
and temperature gradient along the measured line of y =0 cm with
corresponding simulated results as a function of twisted angle differ-
ence (Δθ=θ1 � θ2) are presented in Fig. 2c, d, respectively. Interest-
ingly, it is easy to observe that the positions of peak value of numerical
curves (Fig. 2d)with the decreaseof the stripewidthw aregovernedby
Eq. (6). Meanwhile, the width w of stripe and radius R1 could theore-
tically elicit themaximum value of temperature gradient related to the
twisted angle, indicating the possibility to imitate a thermal magic
angle. In short, when the thermal analog of the magic angle gov-
erned by Eq. (6) is achieved and the effective thermal conductivity in
region IV can be approximately calculated by Eq. (S19), the switchable
effect emerges.
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Numerical and experimental demonstration of thermal magic
angle phenomenon
To further demonstrate the imitated magic angle, the corresponding
simulation model is designed based on the experimental setup as
shown in Fig. 3a (see Supplementary Note 5: Fig. S8 for the actual
structure), where only aluminum alloy is used to construct the desired
structure. Herein, the original angles of the upper and lower layers
compared with the positive direction of x-axis are set as α1 =α2 = 90

�

and the direction of heat flux about the positive direction of x-axis is
φ=0. The simulated temperature distributions for the two different
twisted conditions are presented in Fig. 3b, c. Likewise, the corre-
sponding measured temperature profiles for the two actual twisted
situations are depicted in Fig. 3d, e, respectively. Obviously, the tem-
perature distribution of the numerical and experimental results is
easily observable, allowing for a straightforward comparison. There-
fore, it is evident that the numerical and experimental results align
closely, indicating a high degree of similarity. Besides, by examining
the numerical and experimental results (Fig. 3b, d), it is evident that
when the twist angles are set to zero degrees, the isotherms of the
background exhibit minimal distortion, while those in region IV nearly
disappear, illustrating the successful realization of a thermal cloak.
Similarly, with a slight twist angle of 2:8�ð�2:8�Þ, the interval between
the isothermal lines in region IV is narrower compared to the back-
ground, as observed in the numerical and experimental results
(Fig. 3c, e). This observation suggests a concentration of thermal
effects in that region. For the simulated and actual models, the tem-
perature variations along the measured line of y = 0 cm are presented
in Fig. 3f, g, respectively.Moreover, the experimental results agreewell
with the simulated results. Accordingly, the thermal analog of magic
angle is thus discovered numerically and experimentally.

Extended multifunctional effect of twisted thermotics
Then, as the value of κeff

1 is further changed by Eq. (S19), we can easily
achieve the thermal Janus effect via twisted manipulations as

illustrated in Fig. 4a, b, respectively. Obviously, for the case in Fig. 4a,
when the heat flux is along the positive direction of x-axis, the iso-
thermal lines in the central region are constant and the isotherms of
the background are without distortion, exhibiting a cloaking effect.
Interestingly, when the heat flux comes from the negative direction of
the y-axis, the interval of isothermal lines in region IV is similar to that
in the background (Fig. 4b), indicating an enhanced thermal trans-
parency. Besides, when the twisted angles θ1ðθ2Þ in region IV are
15�ð0�Þ, the thermal rotation effect can beobserved fromFig. 4c due to
the formation of the heat flux bending angle governed by Eq. (5).
Interestingly, it is easy to observe that the Janus effect still exists by
comparing Fig. 4c, d. Furthermore, when the twisted angles 85�ð�85�Þ
(Fig. 4a) in region IV are tuned to be 15�ð0�Þ (Fig. 4c), the switchable
cloak-to-rotation can be achieved. In brief, it indicates that various
switchable thermal effects such as cloak-to-transparency, cloak-to-
rotation, or transparency-to-rotation can be easily and quickly realized
in this twisted metadevice.

Discussion
In summary, we propose a method to render a twisted diffusive
system with the concept of an analog thermal magic angle and
establish the potential theory of twisted thermotics. This twisted
bilayer thermal metadevice can realize the switchable thermal
functions with near-zero energy input, possessing a potential
advantage for the rapid deployment of multifunctional thermal
metadevice. By considering the interlayer coupling of the effective
thermal conductivity tensor and leveraging the benefits of gra-
phene coatings, we can investigatemore complex thermal fields and
gain greater control over heat flux in material systems. The under-
standing of interlayer coupling and the use of graphene coatings
offer exciting opportunities for enhancing thermal transport and
achieving desired heat transfer effects. By pushing the boundaries
of our understanding in this field, we contribute to the advance-
ment of thermal management across various applications, resulting

a b

c d

T (K) T (K)
1 = 0

°
, 2 = 0° Thermal magic angle

Fig. 2 | Theoretical and simulated twisted thermotics. a, b Results of the temperature profiles for the twisted angles θ1ðθ2Þ with a Δθ=0� and
b Δθ=θmagic = arcsinðπw=2R1Þ. c, d The dependences of c the effective thermal conductivity κeff

1,xx and d temperature gradient on the angle difference (Δθ=θ1 � θ2).
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in elevated performance and efficiency in heat-related processes.
Notably, the width of the stripe and radius R1 could theoretically
elicit the switchable effect via a small symmetric twisted angle. It
indicates the feasibility to obtain the thermal analog of the magic

angle. Furthermore, the thermal magic angle is also numerically and
experimentally demonstrated, indicating that it can be robust in
various conditions. Besides, other thermal functions such as rota-
tion and the Janus effect could also magically emerge at certain
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(blue), simulation results (red), and experimental data (purple) are presented,
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twisted angles. In contrast to previous approaches, our twisted
bilayer diffusive scheme with near-zero energy input is suitable for
multifunctional thermal metadevices with high tunability and flex-
ibility. Our work is expected to open more thermal modulation
inspirations and provides an extended theoretical framework for
the twistronics—twisted thermotics, paving the way towards other
twisted diffusive fields, such as particles and fluids.

Methods
Numerical simulations
The whole schemes with different twisted angles are set in a
130mm× 130mm square background. The outermost and second
outer radii of this structure are 45mm and 30mm respectively. Given
the matching function shown in Eq. (S30), a circular hole of 2mm is
used with a hole interval of 5.2mm in the background, and a circular
hole of 2.1mmwith a hole interval of 4.3mm is set in the second outer
region. For the central domain, the upper and lower stripe layerswith a
thickness d and width w of 10mm and 1mm are filled to induce the
proposed twisted field. For the whole designed schemes, the steady-
state numerical results are performed through COMSOL Multiphysics
5.4a.During the related simulations, the different twisted angles θ1 and
θ2 are employed on the upper and lower layers in the central region,
respectively. For the left and right boundaries, the high-temperature
line (319.45 K) and low temperature line (293.45 K) are used, respec-
tively. Besides, a twisted trilayer diffusive system has been numerically
carried out (see Supplementary Note 6: Fig. S9 for the numerical
results) and an elliptic boundary condition has been further investi-
gated to generalize our approach (see Supplementary Note 7). The
introduction of graphene coatings in our twisted bilayer diffusive

systems offers an exciting opportunity to expedite the formation of
steady-state thermal coupling phenomena, as demonstrated in Fig. S11
(see Supplementary Note 8).

Experiments
The fabricated metadevices have the same geometry shown in
Fig. 3a. The whole structures are made of only aluminum alloy by 3D
printing and all the surfaces are coated by graphene via a spraying
device. Herein, the type of aluminum alloy and graphene are
AlSi10Mg and graphene nanopowder, respectively. The graphene
nanopowder was purchased from Graphene Supermarket. Thermal
contact resistance46,47 plays a significant role in the performance of
thermal metadevice if this device is constructed by assembled
components with some weld joints. Since the lack of weld joints via
3D printing and these used graphene coatings, the effects of ther-
mal contact resistance can be neglected with the current imple-
mentations. The temperature profiles of the whole experimental
demonstration are acquired by an IR camera (FOTRIC 225 S). The
temperatures are T1 = 319.45 K and T2 = 293.45 K. The whole system
is covered in a thin polypropylene film with a high emissivity (0.97),
leading to an accurate measurement of the temperature field by the
IR camera.

Data availability
All technical details for producing the figures are enclosed in the
Supplementary Information. The experimental data generated in this
study are provided in the Source Data file. Additional data that support
the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author
(C.-W.Q. and Y. Li) on request. Source data are provided with this paper.
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Fig. 4 | Temperature profiles of thermal metadevice with the thermal Janus effect for two different combinations of twisted angles. a Thermal cloak. b Enhanced
thermal transparency. c Thermal rotator. d Thermal cloak.
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